Knock Knock
Who's there?
Cargo
Cargo, who?
Car go “beep beep. Vroom, vroom!”

Knock Knock
Who's there?
Lion
Lion, who?
Lion on your doorstep - open up!

Knock Knock
Who's there?
Boo
Boo, who?
I didn't mean to make you cry! It's just me!

Knock Knock
Who's there?
Abby
Abby, who?
Abby birthday to you!

Knock Knock
Who's there?
Bless!
Bless, who?
I didn't sneeze!

Knock Knock
Who's there?
Will
Will who?
Will you let me in? It's freezing out here!

Knock Knock
Who's there?
Bug
Bug who?
Bugging you, that's who!

Knock knock
Who's there?
Ken
Ken, who?
Ken I come in, it's freezing out here!

Knock knock
Who's there?
Ada
Ada, who?
Ada burger for lunch!
Knock knock
**Who’s there?**
Lettuce

**Lettuce, who?**
Let us in, we’re freezing!

---

Knock knock
**Who’s there?**
Olive

**Olive who?**
Olive right next door to you

---

Knock knock
**Who’s there?**
Owls!

**Owls, who?**
Yes, they do!

---

Knock knock
**Who’s there?**
Turnip

**Turnip, who?**
Turnip the volume, it's quiet in here

---

Knock knock
**Who’s there?**
Ah chu

**Ah chu, who?**
Bless you!

---

Knock knock
**Who’s there?**
Amarillo

**Amarillo, who?**
Amarillo nice guy!

---

Knock knock
**Who’s there?**
Radio

**Radio, who?**
Radio (ready or) not here I come!

---

Knock, knock
**Who's there?**
Tyrone

**Tyrone, who?**
Tyrone shoelaces!

---

Knock knock
**Who's there?**
Adam

**Adam, who?**
Adam my way I'm coming through!

---

Knock knock
**Who's There?**
Anita

**Anita, who?**
Anita to borrow a pencil!
Knock knock  
Who's there?  
Robin!  
Robin who?  
Robin YOU! NOW GIVE ME ALL YOUR MONEY!!!

---

Knock knock  
Who's there?  
Nobel  
Nobel who?  
No bell, that's why I knocked!

---

Knock knock  
Who's there?  
Poop  
Poop who?  
HAHAA made you say poo-poo!

---

Knock knock  
Who's there?  
Cow-go  
Cow-go who?  
No, Cow go MOO!

---

Knock knock  
Who's there?  
Police  
Police who?  
Police (please) may I come in?

---

Knock knock  
Who's there?  
Wayne  
Wayne, who?  
Wayne drops are falling on my head

---

Knock knock  
Who's there?  
Butter  
Butter, who?  
I butter not tell you

---

Knock knock  
Who's there?  
Figs  
Figs, who?  
Figs the doorbell, it's broken!

---

Knock knock  
Who's there?  
Kiwi  
Kiwi, who?  
Kiwi go to the store?

---

Knock knock  
Who's there?  
Ya  
Ya, who?  
I'm excited to see you too!
Knock knock  
Who's there?  
Ice cream  
Ice cream who?  
Ice cream if you don't let me in!

Knock knock  
Who's there?  
Orange  
Orange who?  
Orange you glad to see me?

Knock knock  
Who's there?  
Who  
Who who?  
Is there an owl in here?

Knock knock  
Who's there?  
Water  
Water who?  
Water you doing in my house?

Knock knock  
Who's there?  
Alma  
Alma who?  
Alma not going to tell you!
Knock knock
Who's there? Cash
Cash who?
No thanks, but I'd like some peanuts

Knock knock
Who's there? Yukon
Yukon who?
Yukon say that again!

Knock knock
Who's there? Alpaca
Alpaca who?
Alpaca the trunk, you pack the suitcase!

Knock knock
Who's there? Lucy!
Lucy, who?
Loose elastic and stinky undies!

Knock knock
Who's there? The interrupting cow
The interrupting cow wh....
Moo!

Knock knock
Who's there? Gorilla
Gorilla who?
Gorilla me a cheese sandwich!

Knock knock
Who's there? Tank
Tank who?
You're welcome!

Knock knock
Who's there? Wooden shoe
Wooden shoe who?
Wooden shoe like to hear another joke?

Knock knock
Who's there? Howard
Howard who?
Howard I know?

Knock knock
Who's there? Ima
Ima who?
Ima gonna tickle you